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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our investigation of the physical origins of 1/f noise in germanium has been brought
to a conclusion, at least for the present, on the basis of the research completed last
year by A. L. McWhorter and the work of L. Bess.
Our general interest in the circuit effects of semiconductor noise continues. In
particular, the following topics are under study:
1. The amplitude probability distribution of 1/f noise. This work is a by-product
of a more general problem concerning the effect of broadband filtering on non-
gaussian noise.
2. Investigation of the properties of semiconductor diodes at low temperatures,
with a view toward obtaining superior noise performance at high frequencies.
3. Determination of the dynamic factors, if there are any, that govern the per-
formance of point-contact diodes at high frequencies. This work actually
supplements topic 2, since it is of interest to know whether or not the dc volt-
ampere characteristics of a crystal are actually of major significance in its
operation as a mixer.
R. B. Adler, J. B. Wiesner
A. THE EFFECT OF LOW-FREQUENCY FILTERING ON A NONGAUSSIAN
AMPLITUDE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
In making measurements of the first-order probability distribution of 1/f semi-
conductor noise in order to determine whether or not this distribution is gaussian,
consideration must be given to the effect of rejecting a significant portion of the noise
power at very low frequencies. This rejection is inevitable because of limitations in
the length of the period of measurement.
We have adopted an approach to this problem which consists of looking at a simpli-
fied nongaussian microscopic model and calculating the effects of network transfer
characteristics on the probability distribution of the model. Since we are interested
in the approach to a gaussian distribution, attention is centered on skewness and excess
(1) as measures of deviation from a gaussian distribution.
Let us consider a series of unit steps with leading edges Poisson-distributed to
represent a noise model. These pulses are passed through the network H(s) (see
Fig. XIV-1). The cumulants of the distribution of e (t) are calculated from Middleton's
equation (2)
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where K is the m cumulant of distribution of e (t); ni is the average number of pulses
m o
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TRAIN OF UNIT STE PS
ISSODIT - Fig. XIV-1. Preliminary model.
STARTING TIMES 0
starting per second; and el(t) is the response of H(s) to a single unit step at t = 0.
Now (see ref. I)
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y = coefficient of skewness - 3/2 - 3/2
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S = coefficient of excess - 2 - 2
42 K2
th
where 4n is the n central moment of the distribution.
Consider a simple case: H(s) = 1 ,so that el(t) e-t/ Therefore
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The physical significance of this model can be seen by comparing these values to
those for unmodified Poisson-distributed pulses of the form
r
o
for which K = r and y= ()-1/2; = /nr. (This is a Poisson amplitude distribu-
tion with density of pulses Hi and length of pulses r.)
Let us consider a network including both low-frequency and high-frequency filtering:
1 s+
T (s+ i)(s+)
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Fig. XIV-2. Skewness and excess for H(s) = 1 s
Let us see to what extent the probability distribution is modified as the
cutoff is varied:
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The results of varying T are shown in Fig. XIV-2.
We see that the important frequency in the approach to gaussian distribution is the
lower-frequency cutoff, and that as the system limits the low-frequency energy, the
distribution departs from gaussian. A physical interpretation can be given by con-
sidering the Central Limit Theorem, which states, roughly, that the superposition of
increasingly large numbers of independent events leads one toward a gaussian distri-
bution. By limiting the low-frequency energy of a nonoscillatory system we shorten
its memory and so decrease the number of events that it superimposes.
Several other network configurations have also been investigated. The results
seem to support the general conclusion that if the memory of a system excited by a
nongaussian input is decreased, the probability distribution departs from gaussian.
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In relation to experimental methods of measuring the probability distributions of
semiconductor noise, we conclude that eliminating the low-frequency energy leads to
measurements that are farther from gaussian than the actual noise distribution, unless
this distribution is gaussian itself. If the semiconductor noise is gaussian, the meas-
urements will merely confirm it.
J. Hilibrand
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